Remodel your small bathroom to be attractive, efficient
and luxurious
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Bob Vila - The National Kitchen and Bath Association's best small bath 2013, by TRG Architects.

When it comes to bathroom remodeling, small can be beautiful. With smart planning, a petite bath can be
attractive, efficient, and luxurious. And here's another beauty point: Working within your current
bathroom's footprint rather than bumping out a wall or adding on will help keep your budget under control,
even if you opt for luxe materials—a real plus in these financially uncertain times.
Designer Leslie Lamarre, co-owner and principal of interiors at TRG Architects in Burlingame, Calif., and
winner of the first place award for Best Small Bath in the 2013 design competition sponsored by
the National Kitchen & Bath Association, enjoys the challenge of making the most of a small space.
Working around size constraints requires "creative solutions to make the design outstanding and unique,"
she says. "It makes things more interesting and less predictable. Take advantage of every square inch: A
little gap in the wall can become a storage niche; an awkward jog in the floor plan might make room for a
built-in bench or window seat." (Related from BobVila.com: 7 easy ways to boost bathroom storage.)
[Make the most of your bathroom space. Click to find the right contractor now.]
A creative approach to picking out fixtures is key to making the most of a tight space. The size and shape

of the room, your willingness to move plumbing connections, and personal style preferences are among
the factors that will influence your fixture choices.

Neptune WIND 60-inch customizable corner bathtub.Lamarre

recommends sticking with an average-size bathtub. "A too-big tub is a real space waster. Most people sit
upright in the tub, so a five-foot tub is sufficient for practically everyone. There are all kinds of ways to use
the space that you save with a smaller tub," such as adding a mini storage unit. Consider custom pieces
to best utilize small or oddly shaped spaces: "The more you can build in, the better."
If the average 5-foot-long rectangular tub doesn't appeal—or won't fit—some readily available options are
48-inch tubs (including some extra-deep, claw-footed Victorian-style models), corner tubs, and square or
oval Japanese soaking tubs. (Related from BobVila.com: Soak up the luxury in freestanding tubs.)
Or consider getting rid of the tub entirely. "It's actually more comfortable to take a shower if you're not
standing in the tub," Lamarre says, "and a frameless glass shower makes the space look bigger." A clear
glass shower enclosure visually expands the space more than etched or frosted finishes will. Using the
same wall and floor covering throughout the whole bathroom, including the shower area, lends an
open, spa-like ambience. (Related from BobVila.com: How to create a spa bath at home.)
Older homeowners or those with mobility issues will find it convenient to enter a shower without climbing
over the side of a tub. But think twice about eliminating the tub if you don't have one in another bathroom;
if you decide to sell later on, a totally tub-free house may be a turnoff to some buyers.
Whether you want—or have room for—a vanity will influence bathroom sink choices. Lamarre says a
vanity has to be at least 24 inches wide to accommodate a full-size sink and provide some functional
counter space. But the hidden storage even a petite vanity offers is still a plus if you can make do with a
smaller sink and don't need much counter.
[Does your bathroom need a facelift? Click to find the right contractor now.]

Vessel sink by Columbia CabinetWorks.If you're pro vanity, a

vessel or above-surface sink maximizes below-counter storage—a flush or undermount unit can take up
as much as a third of the vanity's internal area. And avessel sink "doesn't need a deck around it,"
according to Lamarre, yielding more usable counter space.
The standard depth for a vanity is 21 inches, but you can go shallower if you choose a semi-recessed sink
installation. These sinks are designed to be positioned about halfway into the vanity, and protrude several
inches beyond the counter's front edge. Besides being space-savers, they look great.
Corner sinks, with or without vanities, are another way to make the most of limited space. "When you're
remodeling, you're handed the space that you've got," Lamarre says. "Once I had a jog in the vanity wall,
so I carried the countertop across the space. It feels cohesive, and created a dynamic design aspect."
If you don't have room for a vanity, or just don't want one, check out a pedestal or wall-mounted sink.
These styles have a lighter, less solid look than a vanity, and may be ideal for truly tiny spaces. "There are
some really cool options; some wall-mounted sinks are only 11 inches deep," Lamarre says. Some have
broad, integrated ledges or shelf-like surfaces at the side; some come with built-in towel bars.
There are lots of ways to incorporate storage into the open space below pedestal and wall-mounted sinks:
open shelves, prefab or custom cubbies, even decorative baskets and bins.
Lamarre advises that wall-hung toilets or those with round rather than elongated bowls are the best picks
for compact spaces. But keep in mind, "Your choices have to fit the design aesthetic," she says. A wallhung unit "has a contemporary aesthetic; a round bowl works better with a traditional interior."
Don't overlook the storage potential above the toilet—there's plenty of wall space for open shelves or

shallow cabinets. And there are lots of over-toilet storage units available at big-box stores and storage
specialty shops.
[Ready to transform your bathroom? Click to find the right contractor for the job.]
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major fixtures, focus on the smaller but still important details, such as the medicine cabinet. You can stash
more items in a deep cabinet, but one that's flush with the wall might be a better pick. A protruding cabinet
"will make the space feel smaller," Lamarre says. Depending on the room and your cabinet choice, it may
be possible to install two identical cabinets side by side. Besides doubling the storage, the expanse of
mirrors can make the room look larger.
Last but far from least: lighting. A light, bright space is always more attractive and inviting, and in the
bathroom in particular, light improves functionality. Recessed ceiling lights are a good starting place, but
be sure to provide task lighting—Lamarre recommends sconces—around the mirror. If you like to shave in
the shower, good-quality lighting will make the job easier and safer. She also recommends installing
motion-activated accent lighting in the toe-kick area. It provides a gentle glow and can increase safety
when someone enters the room in the middle of the night.
With careful shopping and planning, it's possible to have the bath of your dreams in a compact space—
without breaking the bank.

